
Fox Rage Ultra UV Spoons

Fox Rage

Product number: FR-UUVSP

A brilliant new addition to our metal bait programme.

from 8,09 € * 8,09 €

The Fox Rage Ultra UV spoon: The perfect lure for pike, zander, 
catfish and other predatory fish

The ultimate lure for ambitious anglers
The Fox Rage Ultra UV spoon is not just a lure, but a game changer when fishing for pike, zander, catfish, 
sea trout and other predatory fish. With its UV-active design and high-quality construction, it is the perfect 
lure for any ambitious angler.

Key features:

Innovative UV-active design: The UV-active design of the spoon makes it particularly attractive to 
predatory fish. UV light is visible to these fish and acts as a signal that prey is nearby. This property 
makes the spoon particularly effective in murky waters or in poor light conditions.
First-class build quality: With its high-quality construction, the spoon offers unrivalled durability 
and efficiency.
Bite trigger through additional springs: Additional feathers on the hook increase the bite stimulus, 
making the spoon an irresistible lure for catfish, sea trout and other predatory fish.
Blade length: Available in 8 cm and 14 cm, ideal for different fishing techniques.

Versatility and efficiency:



Colours and weights for every situation: available in the colours Perch, Pike, Roach and in two 
weights (18g and 61g), this spoon offers excellent adaptability.
Recommended fishing techniques: The Fox Rage Ultra UV spoon is suitable for a variety of fishing 
techniques, including trolling and spinning.

The advantage of the Fox Rage Spoon:

As part of the renowned Fox Rage Spoon range, this spoon sets new standards in terms of attractiveness and 
catching power and is an insider tip among experienced anglers.

Make the Fox Rage Ultra UV spoon your secret to successful fishing 
trips!

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

